(Students will then go to other resources then select the “ALEKS Basic Algebra Math” link)
Login error for student not registered in ALEKS algebra course
Page displayed for student who is registered for ALEKS algebra course—new to ALEKS selected.
Page displayed for student who is registered for ALEKS algebra course—existing selected.
Usage Agreement

Review and Accept ALEKS Terms of Service

ALEKS User Agreement

This is a legal agreement ("Agreement") between you and, if applicable, the organization you represent ("You") and ALEKS Corporation, a Delaware corporation with an office at 15460 Laguna Canyon Road, Irvine, CA 92618 (doing business in California as ALEKS Educational Systems Corp.), its affiliates and subsidiaries (collectively, "ALEKS").

This Agreement covers:

☐ I have read and agree to the terms of the ALEKS User Agreement.

> Continue
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User Agreement - Privacy Statement
Registration Complete

Thank you. You are now registered to use ALEKS.

Your ALEKS account has also been securely paired with your Flashline account.
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Welcome Screen

Welcome, Jane!
Click on "Sign up for a new class" to enroll in a new class.

Sign up for a new class

ACTIVE (0)
You have no active classes. Click on the "Sign up for a new class" button above to enroll in a new class.

INACTIVE (0)
There are no inactive classes.
Sign up for a new class

Sign Up for a New Class

Register here if you need to use ALEKS with a new class.

To begin, enter your 10-character class code below. You should have received this code from your teacher.
Confirm Enrollment Screen

Confirm Enrollment Information

You are about to be enrolled in the following course. Please check the course details carefully. If the information is correct, click "Continue." If the information is incorrect, click "modify" to enter another course code.

Course: Math 10921 - Basic Algebra I - 12345 (Colloquy)
Subject: Beginning Algebra
Instructor: Meir
School: Kent State University

(modify)

Continue Cancel
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Course confirmation—student information

Student Information

Please confirm the following information:

Your E-mail Address
We will use this email to send you messages for this class.
E-mail: [email] *
Example: MyName@school.edu

(Optional) Your Student ID
Student ID:

Continue  Cancel
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Registration Complete

You are enrolled in:
Class: Math 10021: Basic Algebra 1 - 12245
Subject: Beginning Algebra
Instructor: Nillox
School: Kent State University

ALEKS Plug-in Detection
We will now check your computer to see if you have the ALEKS plug-in. Learn more

Continue to your ALEKS class
Back to account
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ALEKS Tutorial

You will now learn how to enter your answers into ALEKS. Click in the blue box below.

Using the keyboard, type "14".
Action drop down - How to switch classes, when students need to add/drop during first week of each half semester session. When the week is over “switch to new class” will disappear. At the beginning of the new 7.5 week course students will use the “Sign up for a new class”. For open learning sections the administrator will drag and drop the student to the correct course (as before). (See open learning instructions on the instructor website.)
Switch to a new class

Before switching to a new class, please note:

- After you switch to the new class, you will no longer be able to access your current class ("Beginning Algebra / Math 10033: Basic Algebra I - 12345") or any of the progress you have made in that class.
- You may need to complete an Initial Assessment in your new class.

Please enter the new course code:

Course code: [ ] - [ ]

- Switch  Cancel